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Brand New Book. In the middle of the Great Depression, nine brothers from a small town in the
Texas Hill Country played a baseball game they would never forget - the All-Brothers Baseball
Championship in Wichita, Kansas. The Deike Brothers from Hye, Texas, would take on the Stanczak
Brothers from the Chicago suburb of Waukegan, Illinois, in a game staged as a promotion by a
coffee company. Veteran Texas author Carlton Stowers relates the little-known true story of Texas
greatest all-brothers baseball team, a story that includes former President Lyndon Baines Johnson,
who sometimes filled in before the ninth Deike brother was big enough to play. LBJ claimed to have
mailed his first letter at the post office in Hye and later swore in a Postmaster General there. But
only the brothers were allowed on the field when the Deikes squared off against the Stanczaks. No
ringers were allowed, and the brothers had to bring their birth certificates to confirm their
identities. The game itself would be secondary to the thrill of traveling outside Texas for the first
time - a week-long trip each way in two Model...
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Simply no words to explain. It really is basic but shocks from the fifty percent of the ebook. I am just happy to explain how this is the finest pdf we have read
within my personal life and could be he best ebook for possibly.
-- B la ir  Mona ha n-- B la ir  Mona ha n

A brand new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of
reading through a written ebook.
-- Clem m ie Rolfson-- Clem m ie Rolfson
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